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Mapping of the lithofacies is very important for getting insight to sedimentary environments, shapes and
boundaries of hydrocarbon reservoirs especially in reservoir characterization. Indicator Kriging technique is
most often used for lithofacies mapping. It is based on indicator transformed input data, depending on
presence or absence of the certain lithofacies. Indicator transformation of the input data is performed
based on cut-offs into values 0 or 1.
Turbidites were dominant clastic transport mechanism in the Croatian part of the Pannonian Basin System
during the Early Pontian. Most of transported detritus had been eroded in the Eastern Alps and re-deposited
several times before the suspended materials entered the Sava Depression. Due to long transport only
medium and fine grained sands and silts (Tb - Td Bouma sequences) reached the Sava Depression. When
turbiditic currents were not active, typical calm deep water sediment was deposited.
It was presented how to use core and log data to define proper cut-offs for describing different lithofacies.
Obtained results are probability maps and with a proper cut-offs definition some of them can show turbiditic
channel and material transport direction.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Late Pannonian and Early
Pontian periods belong to the
2nd transtensional phase.10,
when thermal subsidence gen-
erally re-opened many
depressional areas along the
entire Pannonian Basin Sys-
tem, created depositional
spaces for the accommodation
of a huge volume of sandy ma-
terial. During these periods the
main sandstone hydrocarbon
reservoirs were deposited.17

Sedimentation area in time of
the Pannonian Basin System
extension in Croatia were mar-
ginal parts of the Medvednica,
Papuk, Psunj Mt. and the low-
est parts of the Sava, Drava,
Slavonia-Srijem and Mura De-
pressions.9,18 It is still ques-
tionable how many surfaces
and which mountains in North-
ern Croatia were uplifted rep-
resenting land which gave
material for sedimentation.
The highest like Medvednica
and Papuk must have been the
islands in the sedimentation
area. But it is still an open
question if the lower moun-
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Fig. 1. Turbiditic currents and detritus transport direction during Early Pontian (adjusted
from ref.1)

Sl. 1. Smjer donosa materijala turbiditnim strujama u vrijeme ranog ponta (prilagoðeno iz1)



tains, like Moslavaèka gora or Krndija, were islands or
under water highs during extension, especially when ex-
tension was the strongest.

Turbidites were dominant clastic transport mechanism
in the Croatian part of the Pannonian Basin System
(CPBS) during the Late Pannonian and Early
Pontian.14,15,18 Although, there are some theories that lo-
cal mountains, which were uplifted above lake level dur-
ing the Early Pontian, gave some material, it was proven
that most of transported detritus had been eroded in the
Eastern Alps, deposited in the Vienna Basin and from
that point, turbiditic material had been re-deposited sev-
eral times before the suspended materials entered the
Sava Depression (Figure 1). In Late Pannonian few long
regional tectonic channels domi-
nated inside the Sava Depression19

and they were the place of sandy de-
tritus deposition, but during Early
Pontian some additional faulting and
strike-slip reactivation was possible.
The main direction of turbiditic cur-
rents in the Late Pannonian and
Early Pontian was northwest-south-
east20, and the strongest deposition
in the deepest part of the lake re-
sulted with the largest material thick-
nesses. Due to long transport by
turbidity currents (from the Eastern
Alps) it was logically to conclude that
only the medium and fine grained
sands as well as silts (Tb - Td
lithofacies) reached the Sava Depres-
sion. In the calm period, when
turbiditic currents were not active,
typical calm deep water sediment,
calcite rich mud (marl after
litification) was deposited.

Lithostratigrphicaly, Lower Pontian
(7.1-6.3 Ma; time scale according to
ref.4) sediments of the Sava Depres-
sion (Figure 2) are represented with
sandstone and marl interlayering,
but except pure channel sandstones
and basinal marls, there are transi-
tional lithofacies like marly sand-
stones and sandy marls.

In reservoir characterization, map-
ping of the lithofacies is important
for getting insight to sedimentary en-
vironments, shapes and boundaries
of hydrocarbon reservoirs. Indicator
Kriging is a technique which is most
often used for lithofacies mapping. It
is based on indicator transformation
of the input data (based on different
cut-offs) into 0 or 1(ref.12), depending
on presence or absence of the certain
lithofacies. Obtained maps show
probabilities that mapped variable is
lower than the cut-off, and with a
proper cut-off selection it is possible
to map turbiditic channel or to ob-

serve material transport direction. It is also possible to
draw conclusion about lithofacies changes according to
porosity values.

2. BASIC ABOUT INDICATOR KRIGING

MAPPING

Basics about Indicator Kriging mapping were described
in refs.2,3,5,6,8,12 Indicator Kriging is used for creating the
maps with only two values, so called "two-type map", i.e.
for binary mapping, where the conditional probability is
evaluated so that the mapped variable could be de-
scribed with one of two possible values.3,8,16 The basic of
Indicator Kriging is indicator transformation, which
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Fig. 2. Chronostratigraphy, lithostratigraphy and lithology of the Sava Depression
Sl. 2. Kronostratigrafija, litostratigrafia i litiologjia Savske depresije



means that measured data are transformed in indicator
values (using cut-off values) into variable 0 and 1. Indica-
tor variable in every measured location will be calculated
for some geological variable (e.g. porosity) using cut-off
value by the term:
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where are:
I(x) indicator variable
Z(x) originally measured value
Vcutoff cut-off value

Maps obtained by Indicator Kriging are probability
maps, which show probability that the mapped variable
is lower (or higher) than certain cut-off value, defined as
important for the interpretation. For

example indicator maps can show

probability that thickness is lower

than 100 m or porosity lower than

19% etc.

3. LITHOFACIES

DEFINITION BASED

ON CORE

EXAMINATION

Definition of the different lithofacies
was based on cores examination.13

Upper Pannonian and Lower Pontian
cores were examined. Mineral com-
position of the Upper Pannonian and
Lower Pontian reservoirs was very
similar except that Upper Pannonian
reservoirs have more mica minerals
(especially muscovite). Chlorite bio-
tite was present in Upper Pannonian
and Lower Pontian reservoirs, but
Lower Pontian reservoirs also con-
tain unchanged biotite, which was
not found in Upper Pannonian reser-
voirs.

There were just two of the selected

wells which had both, log and core

data for the same interval of the

Lower Pontian sandstones. There-

fore clarification of the lithofacies in-

cluded some elements of subjectivity

based on experience. If coarse and

medium grained material was domi-

nate, core was declared as sand-

stone, and of course the opposite, if

fine grained material was dominant it

represented silt or silty (marly) sand-

stones. Cores of a pure marls were

not found. Some of examined cores

and their lithological definition is

given in Figure 3.

4. INPUT DATA FOR INDICTOR

KRIGING MAPPING

Input data for Indicator Kriging mapping were well log
porosities measured in 20 wells of the Lower Pontian res-
ervoir (Table 1). They represent average porosity in the
reservoir on the well location. Since all of the wells used
in mapping were drilled decades ago, only conventional
well logs were available for porosity calculation. Log po-
rosities were compared with core porosities from two
wells (Table 1). In the analysed reservoir, porosity from
wells varies between 5.5 and 23.3% (Table 1). Of course,
the average porosity value of wells strongly depends on
different lithofacies and their location in Upper Miocene
depositional environment.
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Fig. 3. Some of examined cores of the Lower Pontian reservoirs (from ref.11)
Sl. 3. Neke od pregledanih jezgara donjopontskog le�išta (iz11)



5. CUT-OFFS DEFINITION

According to ref.12 correct selection of the cut-offs is es-
sential for Indicator Kriging mapping. In case of too many
cut-offs the computation time increase drastically, but
with too few cut-offs one can lose some important details
of the distribution. So, recommended number of cut-offs
for this kind of mapping is 5-11.

For many statistical analyses, especially for
geostatistical mapping.3,7, normal distribution is mathe-

matical base for the proper use of descriptive statistics,
which includes variance, mean, mod, median etc.
Variogram, which is a basis for kriging mapping, is de-
rived from the variance. That means that normal distri-
bution is also condition for a variogram as a
representative tool. Many of geostatistical methods, as
the first step, perform normal transformation of data
wherever it is possible. In ref.13 it was proven that the
best way for cut-off definition is to group the data into
several classes so that they approximately follow normal
distribution pattern. Figure 4 represent normally distrib-
uted porosity classes in this analysis subsequently ap-
plied as cut-offs for indicator transformation of the input
data from the Lower Pontian reservoir.

6. LITHOFACIES DEFINITION BASED

ON CUT-OFFS

Empirical experience shows that sandstones in this type
of reservoir have porosity between 15 and 25%. Most of
the well log measurements cover the main part of the res-
ervoir, which is sandstone by lithology, but it is also the
most abundant part. Since chosen wells are equally dis-
tributed on the reservoir area, it is logical that most of the
well log measurements are from the sandstone. On the
other hand, one well shows extremely low log porosity
value (5.5%). Such low porosity directly points to marl,
i.e. to Te Bouma sequence. One well has porosity value
13.8%, which indicates part of depositional environment
with marls, sandy marls and marly sand intercalation
i.e. Tc Bouma sequence. As there was just one measure-
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Well Reservoir
Average log
porosity (%)

Average core
porosity (%)

Well 1
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23.3 15.8

Well 2 22.0 21.2

Well 3 19.9

Well 4 19.5

Well 5 19.6

Well 6 21.1

Well 7 20.5

Well 8 20.1

Well 9 21.2

Well 10 17.9

Well 11 19.2

Well 12 13.8

Well 13 5.5

Well 14 19.7

Well 15 18.2

Well 16 21.8

Well 17 18.1

Well 18 18.5

Well 19 19.6

Well 20 18.4

Table 1. Input well data (from ref.10)

Fig. 4. Normally distributed porosity classes within the
Lower Pontian reservoir (from ref.11)

Sl. 4. Razredi poroznosti donjopontskog le�išta koji slijede
normalnu distribuciju (iz11)

Well Reservoir
Average log
porosity (%)

Bouma
sequence

Cut-offs for
IK mapping

Well 1
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23.3 Maximum

Well 2 22.0

Well 3 19.9

Well 4 19.5

Well 5 19.6

Well 6 21.1

Well 7 20.5

Well 8 20.1

Well 9 21.2

Well 10 17.9

Well 11 19.2

Well 12 13.8 Tc Minimum

Well 13 5.5 Te

Well 14 19.7

Well 15 18.2

Well 16 21.8

Well 17 18.1

Well 18 18.5

Well 19 19.6

Well 20 18.4

Table 2. Input well data with defined Bouma sequence and
minimum and maximum cut-offs



ment in Tc interval and one in Te, which is not the highest
porosity value in marl (also concluded by experience)
and does not represent border between Te and Td
lithofacies, it was not possible to define borders between
Te and Td or Tc and Td intervals. For that reason it was
decided to map Tc and Tb intervals with a goal of finding
border between them, and to exclude the well with mini-
mal value as outlier.12

Remaining lowest (13.8%) and the highest (23.3%) po-
rosities (Table 2) defined minimum and maximum
cut-off for the indicator mapping.

7. INDICATOR KRIGING MAPPING

Indicator Kriging maps show probability that the
mapped variable is smaller than certain cutoff value.
That means that probability map for porosity smaller
than 19% also includes probability that porosity is
smaller than 18%. Better lithofacies definition would be
achieved with probability maps of interval 18 to 19%, but
the same result can be obtained by observing and over-
lapping two maps (one which shows probability that the
mapped variable is smaller than 18% and another which
shows probability that the mapped variable is smaller
than 19%). Areas of the lowest probabilities on the map
for porosity smaller than 18% and areas of the highest
probabilities for the porosity smaller than 19% are areas
of the interval 18 to 19%.

Northwest-southeast direction can also be very well ob-
served in porosity probability map for cutoff 19%
(Figure 5). Blue on the map shows the area of the
highest probability that porosities are higher than
19%, i.e. according to experience pure sand-
stones location. Northwest-southeast direction is
also direction of the regional fault which close the
reservoir on southwest. Figure 5 (probability for
porosity values less than 20%) shows highest
probability for the highest porosities in the deep-
est part of the reservoir. Yet, detail observation of
probability maps for cutoff 19% and 20% (Figure
5), give possibility for reconstruct direction of ma-
terial transport. Depositional channel, whose di-
rection is northwest-southeast, can be observed
in Figure 5 for cut-off 19%, but if the cutoff value
is increased only for 1%, depositional channel
cannot be so well observed. However, higher po-
rosity values on western part of the reservoir are
obvious. Since turbititic channel is the best seen
in probability map for 19% of porosity it could be
assumed that this value is actually border
between Tc and Tb sequence.

8. CONCLUSION

During the Late Pannonian and the Early Pontian
in the Croatian part of the Pannonian Basin Sys-
tem the second transtension prevailed. Miner
down lifted fault areas inside the Sava Depres-
sions represented suitable places for sediments
accumulations. Detritus had been brought by
turbidites from the Eastern Alps, several times
redeposited, until it finally reached the Sava De-
pression. Due to the long distance transport (sev-

eral hundred kilometers), turbidites have incomplete
Bouma sequence (Tb-Td).

Although normality is not the condition for Indicator
Kriging mapping, definition of classes that approximately
follow normal distribution (made in this research) is use-
ful, because it makes possible to calculate the descriptive
statistics of such data and improve interpretation of
indicator maps.

Porosity interpretation on the probability map lower
than 19% in Lower Pontian reservoir showed that the
coarsest material in this part of the Sava Depression
mostly came from north (as it was interpreted in ref.20

Part of this material was deposited in local synclines.
During Early Pontian material was transported to the re-
gional fault, where part of middle grained material was
deposited, and another part was transported parallel
with the fault toward SE.

The Indicator Kriging maps proved heterogeneity of the
reservoirs by existence of different lithofacies starting
with sandstones in the central part of the channel to
marly sandstones, sandy marls and marls. Borders be-
tween parts of the reservoir with higher and lower poros-
ity were better defined. Indicator maps also show
probabilities of the lithofacies at the certain location. It is
very important to try to map certain cut-offs which are
borders between different lithofacies. In this case
turbiditic channel and material transport direction could
be observed in maps. In the study area border between
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Fig. 5. Probability maps for porosity cut-offs (from ref.12)
Sl. 5. Karte vjerojatnosti za graniène vrijednosti poroznosti (iz12)



Tb and Tc Bouma sequence could represent 19%
porosity.
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